
RECEIVED
RE: Gap in Electrical Regulation of Installation of Ranges and Dryers, etc.

FIRE PREVENTION
To whom it may concern:

With great respect for your authority and your continuous and caring concern for public

safety, I write you this letter on Monday September the 12th, 2016.

I am a driver at Lowes Home Improvement store at 50 Lowes Way in Lowell, MA. I also

deliver, install, and/or repair appliances for them as requested.

It came to my notjce last year that the whole delivery department within the store were

doing unacceptable electrical wiring while the department was still being manned by

Lowes Company. Everyday was like a mad rush to deliver and corners were cut in

leveling and in various parts of the installation process. Unfortunately, regardless of the

fact that I trained all the new drivers, they, it seems, in their youth and inexperience,

chose not to wire all the 220 volt appliances up to electrical code as I understand it. The

end result is that thousands, even hundreds of thousands of 220 volt appliances,

(namely electrical ranges and electrical stoves), have been installed not up to stuff and

these units have'-'moving parts that can and, in my opinion, will eventually cause
electrocution/shock/death and or fire hazards.

I myself actually talked to The State of Massachusetts Electrical Licensing Board and to

the Attorney Generals Office about this and other issues I am having at Lowes. I can tell

you for sure that The Lowes Company has had full knowledge of this since I

documented this in mid to late October, 2015 on on of the service call/loading tickets

that they send with installers for trusting customers to sign that appealto be worded like

a legal contract absolving Lowes of all responsibility once the customer signs.

It is my opinion that there are very many accidents waiting to happen due to the rush

and pressure to make sales. I have told these people myself that in just a few years,(or

up to five years), that people will be dropping like flies. The problem is in inadequate

connectors that are supplied with the three and four prong cords being sold with the

new appliances. The often must be bent to use it and it is beyond the skill level of the

installers. So on many appliance installs they never install them at all.

I do not believe there were actually knowledgable people overseeing the delivery

department as long as i have worked there from March 2015 until now. So ultimately, I

really don't believe anyone purposely intended negligence but this is what went on and

is probably still going onwith their third party instairers.

Maybe no brie intended evil but the end result is evil: Thousands and even; hundreds of

thousands of unacceptably wired ranges and/or dryers. Please do talk to an electrical

expert and he will probably validate this letter and the fact that some day in the future it

is more probable than not that some innocent person or child will be shocked in away

that may cause death. This is a horrific reality that is growing like a plague and the



irresponsibility and total lack of leadership can maybe be compared to the pedophile

priest scandal of The Catholic Church.

Finally, I have told a Lowes HR person lately that I am terrified of the whole Lowes

corporation.l am taking time off due to health problems and am now working without an

offer for a part timer. They have been, in reality, some type of company, that has had a

total indifference and/or lack of concern for the public. It appears to me like breaking a

public trust or something to that effect. So I send out these letters to local Fire Marshals

at the advice of an attorney. I myself do not know how vast this is or for how long but my

impression of Lowes is they wont correct this unless they are made to. So I pray a safe
resolution of this matter and hope this gap in the electrical regulation of installers of 220
volt appliances can be corrected by law and by the honorabte law makers. This is my
plea and purpose of this letter: to fix this problem even if it effects all of North America.

(Because there is no strict rule on any of the installers anywhere to my knowledge
regarding these units.) Please let this letter be effective with your help and powers to

save lives and make everyones home safe again. In Jesus Name I do Pray this...

Amen.

Sincerely — MB - The Driver (and meticulous record keeper sine March 2015).
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